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â€¢ Waterproof â€¢ Tear-Resistant â€¢ Travel MapLet National Geographic's City Destination map of

Rio de Janiero guide you as you explore this fascinating city, know for its stunning landscapes,

beautiful beaches and unique Carnival. The front side features a street map of the city and inset

maps of Sao Cristovao and the road to Corcovado. Pinpointed on the map are points of interest,

places of worship, hotels, theaters, monuments and notable buildings along with a multi-language

legend. In addition to the detailed road map, also shown are routes and stations for the train, metro

and ferries.The reverse side highlights maps of the region and the city's south zone, which includes

Copacabana, Leblon and Ipanema. A comprehensive metro map and overview of the city's public

transit will help you navigate the city efficiently, while background information and a diagram of

Galeao International Airport will get you through this transportation hub quickly. Street names, metro

stations, hotels, public buildings, beaches and points of interest can all be found in an easy to use

index. A travel guide gives information about the city, its main destinations and beaches.Every

Destination Map is printed on durable synthetic paper, making them waterproof, tear-resistant and

tough â€” capable of withstanding the rigors of any kind of travel.Map Scale = 1:15,000Sheet Size =

17.75" x 24.75"Folded Size = 4" x 8.75"
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Founded in 1915 as the Cartographic Group, the first division of National Geographic, National

Geographic Maps has been responsible for illustrating the world around us through the art and



science of mapmaking.Today, National Geographic Maps continues this mission by creating the

world's best wall maps, recreation maps, atlases, and globes which inspire people to care about and

explore their world.

Having a big awkward folded paper map is not convenient to use on a street corner, but OK to

peruse back in my room. I was staying in a remote area of the city (Barra Beach), so it was helpful

to have this street map that covers a majority of the metropolitan area. The laminated city maps,

while more convenient to use, didn't extend past downtown and the more popular beaches.

Good material - waxy, hard to rip, waterproof (all good to have in Brazil)\ but also difficult to write on.

Like any map, not extremely intuitive to re-fold once its open. Very clear with street names and

landmarks, however, which came in very handy when using buses and cabs driven by

Portuguese-only speaking natives.

The map was in Portuguese. I just went back and read the description (which is in English) and it

never mentioned it. I'm sure someone from Rio who bought this map would love it.

What a crappy map, doesn't show where all the Olympic venues are in city. Shows maybe a 1/3 of

city. Useless, wish I wouldn't of purchased.

This map was useless and only covered a small area of Rio

Good quality map. Could be folded repeatedly without tearing.

good quality
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